There's no peace for the most devout,
if the bad neighbor doesn't like it.
Guillaume Tell de Friedrich Schiller

Obituary for Jakob GUTKNECHT - Victim of the Masonic Conspiracy
200 people paid him the last honours on December 12, 2019 at the funeral centre
of Yverdon-les-Bains. The countryside showed him the respect he deserved.
In 1949, his family acquired a farm in Nonfoux VD, coming from the Germanspeaking part of the canton of Fribourg. Jakob grew up with a sister and two
brothers. It was he who took over the estate, which he managed competently.
Remaining single, he enjoyed very close ties with his relatives.
On August 31st, 2002, his neighbour set fire to Jakob's farm with an explosive
charge. This was a diversionary act, as his aim was to destroy his own semidetached house in order to commit an insurance fraud. He achieved the desired
result: he succeeded to build himself a castle of his dreams with the swindled
compensation. In order to achieve this, he managed to get Jakob convicted of an
allegedly negligent fire, because his hay had allegedly self-ignited, having been
improperly dried, while one is swimming in the evidences of his innocence:
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm
In case of censorship access via proxy https://kproxy.com/

Financially ruined, this brave peasant ended his life in misery. At the time of the
fire, he suffered severe smoke poisoning, when saving his livestock from the
flames. He died of the consequences at the age of 73.
The criminal arsonist and insurance swindler, Claude BUDRY has made a
decisive mistake: He has always bragged shamelessly about being a heavyweight
Freemason with a long arm. The author of this obituary was thus able to
demonstrate after 16 observations in November 2016, the very real existence of
the Masonic conspiracy. See the impressive gallery of conspirators below.
At the farewell ceremony, not a word was heard of this tragic fate. Everyone
knew, but the repression of free speech worked. I make it my duty to break this
Omertà, in honor of Jakob.
Guntalingen, January 8, 2020
Gerhard ULRICH
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The gallery of conspirators, who demolished the late Jakob GUTKNECH
The arsonist arsonist and insurance swindler,
Claude BUDRY

...and his 40 accomplices:
The «investigators»

Daniel KOLLY
Inspector of the
criminal police VD

FIAUX
IPA criminal police
VD

Eric LEHMANN,
former commander
of the cantonal
Police VD

Jacques ANTENEN
Commander of the
cantonal police VD

Gabriel MORET
Prosecutor of the
North of Vaud

COLETTA Stéphane
Vaudois Prosecutor

NICOLET Yves
Former Vaudois
Prosecutor, promoted

The prosecutors

Christian BUFFAT
Prosecutor of the
North of Vaud

Federal Prosecutor

Eric COTTIER
Vaudois Attorney
General

Nicoletta DELLA
VALLE
Director FedPol

Michael LAUBER
Prosecutor of the
Confédération
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The crooked lawyers

Paul MARVILLE
(†) Lausanne

Stefan DISCH
Lausanne

Eric HESS
Genève

Sébastien PEDROLI
Estavayer-le-Lac

Eric ECKERT
Judge of the North
of Vaud

Véronique PITTETVUILLÈME
Judge of the North
of Vaud

Luc RECORDON
Lausanne

Notaries and judges of first instance

Pierre-Philippe
COURVOISIER
Nonfoux
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The judicial criminals at the Vaud Cantonal Court

ABRECHT Bernard

BATTISTOLO
Blaise

BENDANI Yasmina

COLELOUGH
Philippe

COLOMBINI JeanLuc

DE MESTRAL
Laurent, retired

DENYS Christian

GIROUDWALTHER Sylvie

HACK Pierre

JOMINI François
retired

MEYLAN JeanFrançois

SAUTEREL
Bertrand

WINZAP PierreHenri

Krieger Joël

BYRDE Fabienne

DE MONTMOLLIN
François, retired
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The accomplices at the Supreme Swiss Federal Court

Laura
JACQUEMOUDROSSARI

Hans MATHYS
retired

Niklaus
OBERHOLZER

Daniel KIPFERFRASCATI

The judge at the European Court of Human Rights who hatched the conspiracy

Nebojša VUČINIĆ
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